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Abstract
This paper is a continuation of our first paper dedicated to the presentation of the maturity model for information
system (IS) risk management (RM). Its objective is to place the model proposed in the first paper on a case study
by the assessment of the maturity of risk management for an IS-CRM (IS dedicated to customer relationship
management (CRM)). The sequence of the model requires prior definition of an evaluation system incorporating
the setting, the measurement and consolidation methods. In our case study we have gone through four steps:
definition of studied components, evaluation of control objectives, calculate the maturity levels for each activity
of the RM process and calculate the RM process maturity.
Keywords: information system, risk, risk management, model of maturity, life cycle
1. Introduction
The aim of an IS risk management process is to ensure the achievement of its objectives and guard it against any
threat. However, this goal can only be achieved if the process is monitored and controlled. For this, we must
establish a system of measuring well-defined since we can only control what we can measure. Hence the interest
to develop a maturity model of risk management information systems. This was the aim of our first paper
(Elmaallam & Kriouile, 2011).
For this paper, we aim to test the applicability of the model proposed in the first paper and devoted to assess the
IS risk management maturity (Elmaallam & Kriouile, 2011). This assessment concerns only the case of a single
information system. The maturity of a global information system will be evaluated in futures case studies.
The paper has five sections. After this introduction, the second section reminds the IS definition on witch our
model is based.
The third section of this paper points out the proposed model for assessing the IS risk management maturity.
The fourth section presents the case study proposed for the application of the model designed.
In the fifth section, we conclude our paper and present the prospects of this work.
2. Information Systems: Definition
There are several definitions of an information system (Carvalho, 2000). In our study, we adopted the definition
of the IS as a work system (Alter, 2008). We opted for this definition since it clearly identifies the components of
an IS and eliminates any confusion with the IT systems.
A work system is a system in which human participants and/or machines perform work (processes and activities)
using the information, technology and other resources to produce specific products and/or services for of internal
or external customers (Alter, 2008).
The components of a work system are illustrated in the Figure 1.
An IS is a work system whose processes and activities are devoted to processing information, that is, capturing,
transmitting, storing, retrieving, manipulating, and displaying information (Alter, 2008).
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Figure 1. The work system framework (Alter, 2002)
3. IS Risk Management: Definitions and Process
3.1 Definitions
A risk is the possibility of an event occurrence that will impact the objectives achievement. Risk is measured in
terms of consequences and probabilities (IFACI, 2009).
For the company, as an economic unit, the risks are divided into five categories (Akim, 2008):
- Market risk: results in exposure to fluctuations in market parameters such as interest rate risk, exchange rate
risk (Akim, 2008).
- Credit risk: investor's risk of loss arising from a borrower who does not make payments as promised (Akim,
2008)
- Operational risk: represents threats that an organization faces in managing daily activities (Akim, 2008).
- Political, regulatory, and legal risks: those risks condition the immediate external environment of the company
and set or change it competitive position (Akim, 2008).
- Liquidity risk: the risk of lack of funds at any time to meet the immediate payment of its commitments (Akim,
2008).
IS risks are operational risks as long as they directly affect the company activity at any stage of the IS life cycle,
from IS initiation until IS exploitation and maintenance (Goldstein, Benaroch, & Chernobal, 2008).
The conceptualization of risk is the way in which risk is expressed and formulated in elements allowing its
management. The literature of IS risk uses several risk conceptualizations which can be classified in three
categories (Alter & Sherer, 2004):
Components of the risks or types of negative results: The first risks conceptualization identifies different types of
negative outcomes (Alter & Sherer, 2004). (Example: project risks, functional risks, politics risks, security risks)
Typical risk factors: The second risks conceptualization is the risk factors such as the project size, the use of new
software, or the hostile employees (Alter & Sherer, 2004).
Probability of the negative results: The third risks conceptualization considers risk as probability of negative
results. It is measured as a probability distribution of negative results, often balanced by financial losses (Alter &
Sherer, 2004).
3.2 Risk Management Process
Risk management is a process, effected by an entity's board of directors, management and other personnel,
applied in strategy setting and across the enterprise, designed to identify potential events that may affect the
entity, and manage risks to be within its risk appetite, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement
of entity objectives (IFACI, PriceWaterhouse-Coopers & Landwell, 2005).
The study of literature indicates the non existence of a process dedicated to IS risk management. There are
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processes and methods used form managing risks of some IS parts: information security (ISO 27005 process,
EBIOS method), IS project management (PMBOK) and IT governance (PO09 COBIT process). Nevertheless,
we believe that the risk management process in ISO 31000 can be applied to many different disciplines including
the area of IS risk management.
The risk management process according to ISO 31000 (ISO, 2009) has five main activities (Figure 2).

Identify risks
Analyse risks
Evaluate risk

Monitor and review

Communicate and consult

Establish context

Assess Risks
Treat risks

Figure 2. ISO 31000 Risk management process (ISO, 2009)
Communication: A plan of communication must be elaborated and communicated, in each phase and every
update, since the creation of the risk management process.
Establishment of the context: In this phase the organization defines the context in witch the risk management
process will be elaborated and followed. This contexte specifies in a clear way its objectives, the internal and
external parameters to take into account in the risk management, and identifies the field of application, the scope
and the risk criteria for the rest of the process.
Risk assessment: Risk assessment is the overall process of identification, analysis and risk evaluation.
Risk treatment: Risk treatment is the methods and resources used to control it. It includes the implementation of
measures to control risks and a sub-processing activity of the residual or so-called business risk acceptance (ISO,
2008).
Monitoring and review: Check, supervision, critical observation or determination of the state to identify
continuously changes with regard to the required or expected level of performance (ISO, 2009).
4. The Proposed Model of Maturity for Assessing the IS Risk Management
4.1 Model Overview
Our maturity model of IS risk management is based on the results of our study on the IS definition, the process
of risk management and maturity models. To define this model, we have selected the following elements
(Elmaallam & Kriouile, 2011):
- The process of risk management (five activities)
- The life cycle of an IS
- The nine constituents of an IS
- The levels of maturity
Our model proposes the following approach for assessing the maturity of IS risk management of a company
(Elmaallam & Kriouile, 2011):
For each IS of the company:
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- Determine its nine constituents
- Assess the level of maturity for each activity and constituent
- Assess the level of maturity of each activity by a formula that consolidates the all constituents with its weights
for the IS
- Assess the level of maturity of the whole process by a formula that consolidates the all activities
For all IS:
- Estimate the level of maturity of each activity by a formula that consolidates the all IS with its weights for the
company
- Estimate the level of maturity of the whole process by a formula that consolidates the all activities
Our model can be represented under the matrix shape mentioned in the Table 1 (Elmaallam & Kriouile, 2011).
Table 1. Illustration of IS risk management maturity model

IS - 1
(Being
in one
of the
phases
of the
life
cycle)

IS - 2
(Being
in one
of the
phases
of the
life
cycle)

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
IS.1
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
IS.2

A1
ML-A1/C1
ML-A1/C2
ML-A1/C3
ML-A1/C4
ML-A1/C5
ML-A1/C6
ML-A1/C7
ML-A1/C8
ML-A1/C9
ML-A1/IS.1
ML-A1/C1
ML-A1/C2
ML-A1/C3
ML-A1/C4
ML-A1/C5
ML-A1/C6
ML-A1/C7
ML-A1/C8
ML-A1/C9
ML-A1/IS.2

A2
ML-A2/C1
ML-A2/C2
ML-A2/C3
ML-A2/C4
ML-A2/C5
ML-A2/C6
ML-A2/C7
ML-A2/C8
ML-A2/C9
ML-A2/IS.1
ML-A2/C1
ML-A2/C2
ML-A2/C3
ML-A2/C4
ML-A2/C5
ML-A2/C6
ML-A2/C7
ML-A2/C8
ML-A2/C9
ML-A2/IS.2

A3
ML-A3/C1
ML-A3/C2
ML-A3/C3
ML-A3/C4
ML-A3/C5
ML-A3/C6
ML-A3/C7
ML-A3/C8
ML-A3/C9
ML-A3/IS.1
ML-A3/C1
ML-A3/C2
ML-A3/C3
ML-A3/C4
ML-A3/C5
ML-A3/C6
ML-A3/C7
ML-A3/C8
ML-A3/C9
ML-A3/IS.2

A4
ML-A4/C1
ML-A4/C2
ML-A4/C3
ML-A4/C4
ML-A4/C5
ML-A4/C6
ML-A4/C7
ML-A4/C8
ML-A4/C9
ML-A4/IS.1
ML-A4/C1
ML-A4/C2
ML-A4/C3
ML-A4/C4
ML-A4/C5
ML-A4/C6
ML-A4/C7
ML-A4/C8
ML-A4/C9
ML-A4/IS.2

A5
ML-A5/C1
ML-A5/C2
ML-A5/C3
ML-A5/C4
ML-A5/C5
ML-A5/C6
ML-A5/C7
ML-A5/C8
ML-A5/C9
ML-A5/IS.1
ML-A5/C1
ML-A5/C2
ML-A5/C3
ML-A5/C4
ML-A5/C5
ML-A5/C6
ML-A5/C7
ML-A5/C8
ML-A5/C9
ML-A5/IS.2

PR
ML-PR/C1
ML-PR/C2
ML-PR/C3
ML-PR/C4
ML-PR/C5
ML-PR/C6
ML-PR/C7
ML-PR/C8
ML-PR/C9
ML-PR/IS.1
ML-PR/C1
ML-PR/C2
ML-PR/C3
ML-PR/C4
ML-PR/C5
ML-PR/C6
ML-PR/C7
ML-PR/C8
ML-PR/C9
ML-PR/IS.2

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
IS.n

ML-A1/C1
ML-A1/C2
ML-A1/C3
ML-A1/C4
ML-A1/C5
ML-A1/C6
ML-A1/C7
ML-A1/C8
ML-A1/C9
ML-A1/IS.n

ML-A2/C1
ML-A2/C2
ML-A2/C3
ML-A2/C4
ML-A2/C5
ML-A2/C6
ML-A2/C7
ML-A2/C8
ML-A2/C9
ML-A2/IS.n

ML-A3/C1
ML-A3/C2
ML-A3/C3
ML-A3/C4
ML-A3/C5
ML-A3/C6
ML-A3/C7
ML-A3/C8
ML-A3/C9
ML-A3/IS.n

ML-A4/C1
ML-A4/C2
ML-A4/C3
ML-A4/C4
ML-A4/C5
ML-A4/C6
ML-A4/C7
ML-A4/C8
ML-A4/C9
ML-A4/IS.n

ML-A5/C1
ML-A5/C2
ML-A5/C3
ML-A5/C4
ML-A5/C5
ML-A5/C6
ML-A5/C7
ML-A5/C8
ML-A5/C9
ML-A5/IS.n

ML-PR/C1
ML-PR/C2
ML-PR/C3
ML-PR/C4
ML-PR/C5
ML-PR/C6
ML-PR/C7
ML-PR/C8
ML-PR/C9
ML-PR/IS.n

ML-A1

ML-A2

ML-A3

ML-A4

ML-A5

ML-PR
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The model matrix lists in lines all IS for the related company (IS - 1, IS - 2, IS - n). Then, every IS is determined
under its nine constituents (C1, C2, C3, C4, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9). For each IS, the line "IS" represents the
whole IS.
The model matrix lists in columns the five activities of the risk management process (A1, A2, A3, A4, A5). The
last column "PR" represents the whole process (Elmaallam & Kriouile, 2011).
For each IS:
- The value “ML-Ai/Cj” of the pair (Ai, Cj) is the maturity level of Ai activity applied to the Cj constituent
- The value "“ML-Ai/SI.k” of the pair (Ai, IS.k) is the maturity level of the Ai activity applied to the IS-k
- The value “ML-PR/Cj” of the pair (PR, Cj) is the maturity level of the process applied to the Cj constituent
- The value “ML-PR/ IS.k” of the pair (PR, IS.k) is the maturity level of the process applied to the IS-k
For all IS:
- The value “ML-Ai” is the maturity level of the Ai activity applied to the all IS
- The value “ML-PR” is the maturity level of the process applied to the all IS
In the rest of the paper we define the levels of maturity as well as the elements used for their evaluation.
However, we are going to consider the following hypotheses (Elmaallam & Kriouile, 2011):
- Only one IS to estimate
- The phases of the life cycle have no impact on the control elements and on the control objectives
4.2 Maturity Levels
The chosen model has five levels of maturity. This choice is justified by the studied literature. Indeed, most of
the selected models are structured at levels that number varies between four and five levels according to consider
or not the risk management existence in the studied organization (Mayer & Fagundes, 2009). The five levels
proposed are:
Level 1, initial: The work is based on individual initiatives. No methodology or procedure (based on the best
practices) formalized and normalized. Everyone manages the risks in his way. The result is unpredictable.
Level 2, defined: There is an effort from stakeholders to use best practices. However, there are no standard
methods or common criteria for evaluating results.
Level 3, Normalized: For each activity of the risk management process there are formalized and normalized
techniques.
Level 4, Managed: A knowledge base is built and it includes the return on experience. We begin to measure the
effectiveness and the relevance of risk management activities.
Level 5, Optimized: Risk management activities are part of a continuous improvement process based on the
results and measurements of the level 4.
4.3 Elements of Control
The elements of control are a practical translation of the IS constituents that will be the evaluation subject of the
risk management maturity (Ciorciari & Blattner, 2008). Table 2 gives the list that we propose for control
elements. Those control elements are defined through a study of risk factors (Alter & Sherer, 2004) related to
each IS constituent.
Table 2. Description of the control elements for the IS constituents
Components

Participants

Control elements
-

Skill and expertise

-

Degree of cooperation of the participants

-

Turn over

-

Availability of the staff

-

Mode of management

-

Communication
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-

Culture of the participants

-

Novelty of the technologies

-

Opening of the technologies

-

Performances of machines

-

Requirements of networks / telecommunication

-

Adequacy of the software / platform used

-

Information security: availability, integrity, confidentiality and
traceability

-

Relevance of the information

-

Formalization of the processes / procedures

-

Adequacy of business procedures

-

Updating of the procedures

-

Dependence of the computer systems

-

Interdependence of the processes / procedures

-

Link with the organization

-

Needs it competences

-

Correspondence of the product at the need

-

Quality of the product and service

-

Exploitation of the product

-

Category of the customers

-

Level of precision of the needs of the customers

-

Level of requirement of the customers

-

Customer satisfaction

-

Definition of the scope

-

Skill / training of the customers

-

Culture of the customers

-

Cooperation of the customers

-

Organization

-

Software, Hardware, equipment

-

Telecom infrastructure

-

Help desk

-

Stability of the market (resources, cost, IT)

-

Relation with the stakeholders

-

Natural events

-

Security of the persons and the properties

-

Cultural elements

-

Alignment on the objectives strategic

-

Strategic resources

-

Contribution to the strategy

Information

Work practices

Products & services

Customers

Infrastructure

Environment

Strategies
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4.4 Control Objectives
A control objective is defined as the declaration of a purpose or an aimed result, through the implementation of
controls in an activity given by the process of risk management. The controls are the policies, the procedures, the
practices and the organizational structures, conceived to supply a reasonable guarantee that the objectives of the
organization will be reached and that the unwanted events will be avoided or deleted and corrected (ISO, 2005).
Control objectives define the criteria to be met by controlled operations. These criteria apply to both basic
business objectives and its integration into a continuous improvement process through audit and return on
experience.
We define in the following sub-sections the control objectives proposed for each activity of the risk management
process.
4.4.1 Objectives of Control of the Activity “Establishment of the Context”
The purpose of this activity is to define the context in which will be deployed the process of risk management.
The context must include the elements to be taken into consideration such as: policy, organization, constraints,
assumptions and methods and criteria for risk management.
To answer this purpose, we propose the following control objectives:
- EC.1. Develop an identification sheet of IS studied,
- EC.2. Define the objectives of the process of risk management,
- EC.3. Define an normalized method for the definition of the context,
- EC.4. Define a method of appreciation of the risks,
- EC.5. Define a method of treatment of the risks,
- EC.6. Define a method for the evaluation of the efficiency of plans treatment,
- EC.7. Define a plan of communication,
- EC.8. Define a procedure of review and surveillance,
- EC.9. Define the level of tolerance or acceptance of the risks,
- EC.10. Collect and store information necessary to evaluate the activity,
- EC.11. Audit the activity,
- EC.12. Define an action plan of adjustment and improvement of the activity.
4.4.2 Objectives of Control of the Activity “Risk Assessment”
The purpose of this activity is the identification, analysis and risk assessment. The identification will result in an
exhaustive list of risks via the definition of assets to protect, their vulnerability and the threats they are exposed.
The analysis is used to filter the identified risks to keep only those most relevant and appropriate to the context
defined in the activity “Establishment of the context”. The assessment is used to measure the criticality of the
risks to classify them according to the thresholds defined at the activity "definition of context."
To answer this purpose, we propose the following control objectives:
- AP.1. Identify the risks
- AP.2. Analyze the risks
- AP.3. Estimate the risks
- AP.4. Apply the methodology of appreciation of the risks defined in the context
- AP.5. Automate the process of analysis/evaluation
- AP.6. Collect and store information necessary to evaluate the activity
- AP.7. Audit the activity
- AP.8. Define an action plan of adjustment and improvement of the activity
4.4.3 Objectives of Control of the Activity “Risk Treatment”
The purpose of this activity is to treat the risks identified after completion of the activity of risk assessment. It
involves two stages: "the implementation of the treatment plan" and "acceptance of risk." In the first phase, the
goal is to define treatment strategies depending on the context of the risks already identified. The second phase is
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used to define the residual risks accepted. These risks are addressed and responding to acceptance criteria
defined in the context.
To answer this purpose, we propose the following control objectives:
- TR.1. Choose the appropriate options of treatment of lists of the options proposed in the context
- TR.2. Draw up a plan of treatment of the risks
- TR.3. Evaluate the efficiency of the plan of treatment
- TR.4. Apply the method of treatment defined in the context
- TR.5. Apply the method of evaluation of the efficiency of the treatment plan
- TR.6 Collect and store information necessary to evaluate the activity
- TR.7. Audit the activity
- TR.8. Define an action plan of adjustment and improvement of the activity
4.4.4 Objectives of Control of the Activity “Communication”
The purpose of this activity is to define and monitor the plan for risk communication. The plan includes staff
awareness of the importance of the discipline of risk management, and communication about risk management
activities (mapping, treatment plan, monitoring indicators of risk, etc.).
To answer this purpose, we propose the following control objectives:
- CR.1. Implement actions, of awareness and communication
- CR.2. implement the communication plan defined in the context
- CR.3. Collect and store information necessary to evaluate the activity
- CR.4. Audit the activity
- CR.5. Define an action plan of adjustment and improvement of the activity
4.4.5 Objectives of Control of the Activity “Monitoring and Review”
The purpose of this activity is to ensure that the process remains relevant and effective, and is part of a
continuous improvement process. For this, we must define indicators of risk control, and close monitoring of risk
treatment plan. It should also set SMART goals for the process and measure their achievement through
performance indicators defined.
To answer this purpose, we propose the following control objectives:
- SR.1. Monitor risk management indicators
- SR.2. Monitor the objectives of the process of risk management
- SR.3. Apply the procedure for reviewing and monitoring defined in the context
- SR.4. Collect and store information necessary to evaluate the activity
- SR.5. Audit the activity
- SR.6. Define an action plan of adjustment and improvement of the activity
4.5 Measure of the Maturity
4.5.1 Measure of an Element of Control by an Objective of Control
According to the proposed model, the measure of the maturity of the risk management of an information system
will make towards the evaluation of the objectives of control sub - mentioned applied to elements defined for
each IS component. The table 4 presents the control map for the various components. This evaluation will be
made through a questionnaire and an echelon of measure.
4.5.2 Control Map
The control objectives are defined by an increasing level of requirement with respect to each activity process.
The requirement level is aligned to the maturity level already defined. For example, for the activity "definition of
the context," we believe that a minimum of items necessary to begin is to develop an identification sheet SI
studied. A level of maturity maximal is able to submit this activity to the continuous improvement process
through the exploitation and analysis of data collected on the deployment process. The Table 3 presents the
control map for the various components.
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Table 3. Control map
Activity

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Establish
context

No control is
implemented

EC.1, EC.2

EC.3, EC.4, EC.5,
EC.6, EC.7, EC.8,
EC.9

EC.10

EC.11,
EC.12

Risk
Assessment

No control is
implemented

AP.1, AP.2, AP.3

AP.4

AP.5, AP.6

AP.7, AP8

Risk treatment

No control is
implemented

TR.1, TR.2, TR.3

TR.4, TR.5

TR.6

TR.7, TR.8

Communication

No control is
implemented

CR.1

CR.2

CR.3

CR.4,
CR.5

Monitoring and
review

No control is
implemented

SR.1, SR.2

SR.3

SR.4

SR.5, SR.6

5. Case Study
5.1 Assessment System: Assumptions and Parameters
In this case study we unfold our model on a single information system. We also assume that the life cycle of the
IS system studied does not influence the RM process maturity.
The maturity assessment involves the evaluation of control objectives on each control element for each
component of the IS. To ensure flexibility of the evaluation system depends on environments in which IS studied
evolves we introduced a parameter indicating whether a control element of a component is (value 1) or not
(value 0) required. Thus, maturity measured for a component of an objective is the consolidation of control
elements assessments weighted by the parameter value.
5.2 Case Study: Model Applied to the SI-CRM
- Definition of CRM IS
The model will be applied to a case of information system dedicated to customer relationship management
(CRM Customer Relationship Management).
The Table 4 gives a description of the components of IS studied: IS-CRM.
Table 4. Description of IS-CRM studied
Component

Description
- Customers reception space

Infrastructure

- Call center
- Servers machines running applications software
- Telephony
- Customers satisfaction is a strategic objective

Strategies

- Availability of 24/24 and 7/7
- Offering online services to the customers

Environment

- The process approach established
- To Satisfy the customers is a culture
- CRM software

Technologies

- Queue management software
- EDM (Electronic Document Management)
- Web sites
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- Paper-based information

Informationn

- Computer-baased informatioon
- Responsible of customers
- Tele-Advisorrs

Participants

- IT Specialists
- Process owneer
- Customers reelationship

Business proocess

- Recovery
- Career manaagement
- Payment
- Update of thee situation

Products & services

- Consultationn of the situatioon
- Certificate off pension

Customers

- Retired
- Employers

- Assessment of the maturityy level for each
h activity
Maturity evaluuation of an acctivity involvees the evaluation of control objectives
o
in each
e
control ellement for eacch
component off the IS CRM. W
We define for each control oobjective three lines:
A line setting: used to definee the control elements requirred for the evaluation of a co
omponent.
A line for evaaluation: the boox correspondiing to a controol element is set to 1 if the objective
o
of coontrol is applieed
at the control element and 0 otherwise.
A line of conssolidation: Meaasuring the maaturity level off a component is done by the consolidationn of assessmentts
of the control elements takiing into accoun
nt the values: parameter (linne setting), evaaluation (line for evaluationn),
and also a toleerance level. T
The latter valuee is beyond thee measure of thhe goal of Con
ntrol in activityy is not zero annd
the value is roounded to 1.
An extract of maturity
m
assesssment of the establish
e
contexxt activity is given
g
in Figuree 3.

Figure 3. Ex
xtract of RM aactivity maturitty assessment
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- Control map
For each business process risk management, we evaluate the maturity by level, based on the consolidation
measures defined in the previous step (assess the maturity level of each activity). The value given to each level is
the result of "and" logical measures of control objectives define the level in question. The result of the control
map is given in Table 5.
Table 5. Control map of IS-CRM studied
Level 2

Level 3

Establishment
of the context

EC1, EC2

EC.3, EC.4, EC.5, EC.6,
EC.10
EC.7, EC.8, EC.9

EC.11, EC.12

Evaluation

1

0

1

1

Risk assessment AP.1, AP.2, AP.3

AP.4

AP.5,
AP.6

AP.7, AP8

Evaluation

1

0

1

0

Risk treatment

TR.1, TR.2, TR.3

TR.4, TR.5

TR.6

TR.7, TR.8

Evaluation

1

0

1

1

Communication CR.1

CR.2

CR.3

CR.4, CR.5

Evaluation

0

1

0

Monitoring and
SR.1, SR.2
review

SR.3

SR.4

SR.5, SR.6

Evaluation

1

0

1

1

1

Level 4

Level 5

- Measurement of maturity levels by activity
We then calculate the level of maturity for each activity of the RM process. The level of activity is the index of
the last no-null level. For example, if we consider the activity "Establishing the context", the last level in which
the measure of maturity is not null is level 2. The level of maturity given to the process of risk management is
the minimum level measured for all its activities.
Table 6 gives the maturity levels calculate for the RM process and its activities.
Table 6. Maturity level per activity for the IS-CRM studied
Activity

Maturity level

Establishment of the context

2

Risk assessment

2

Risk treatment

2

Communication

2

Monitoring and review

3

Process

2

Figure 4 shows the RM process maturity levels.
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Figure 4. RM process m
maturity level for
f IS-CRM
6. Conclusion
n
We have preseented in this paaper the results of the case sttudy of the moodel proposed to evaluate thee maturity of IIS
risk managem
ment. Study was conducted with
w the assumpption:
- The evolutioon of IS in its llife cycle are not
n taken into aaccount in asseessing the matu
urity
- The study coovers a single IIS. The overalll maturity of thhe global IS will
w be discusseed in futures stuudies
This study hass identified a ffew lines of tho
ought around tthe proposed model
m
such as:
- The completteness and adequacy of contrrol elements
- The consoliddation method for calculating
g assessments by activity andd process
So our next reesearch work w
will focus on extending
e
the m
model to accoount for the lifee cycle of the IS into accounnt
the axes of refflection and im
mprovement po
oints raised in tthis case studyy.
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